14 C1022 ESR - NOS Rehab Unit 9 - 1st Street & Mission Road  Kueh Solorzano Contractor (Emergency) $3,500,000
12 C1021 ESR - NOS Rehab Unit 28 Phase 2 - Elmer Ave/Acadia St  Kueh Solorzano Contractor (Emergency) $3,500,000
13 VR 806 Northasi L.A. / Silver Lake / Boyle Heights South LA  Montmora Intermontner (Regular Award) $10,950,458
14 C1005 Zoo Drive Bar Screen Building Demolition  Kueh Ventura Contractor (On-Call) $313,343
13 C1002 ESR - NOS Rehab Unit 17 - 4705 Colorado Blvd  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $3,496,774
1 C1030 ESR - Banks Court Drive (800 Block)  Lui Lui Contractor (Emergency) $1,494,400
14 C1006 Zoo Drive Blower House Demolition  Kueh Kueh Contractor (On-Call) $221,000
15 VR 75 Staff N10 Pico Blvd & Ave  Montmora Intermontner (Regular Award) $3,854,360
13 C1302 NOS Rehab Unit 14 - Marsh to Forney  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $21,454,088
13 C1062 NOS Rehab Unit 1 - A 101st St & La Cienega Blvd  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $1,163,400
14 C082 NOS Rehab Unit 35 - Noble to Cedros  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $16,500,000
13 C181 NOS Rehab Unit 12 - Duvall to Humboldt  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (On-Call) $3,740,220
15 C1029 Cabra Drive Ventilation Station Demolition  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $1,438,800
14 C1038 SSRP N104 Washington Blvd & Soto St (C844 - Naomi Ave)  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $1,978,393
14 C1044 NOS Ay Avenue Upgrading (NADA)  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $7,377,000
13 C1061 NOS Rehab Unit 15 - Peds to 1st to Marsh St  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Emergency) $28,016,923
15 C157 SSRP Z22 Rosecrans Ave & Vermont Ave  Montmora Intermontner (Regular Award) $2,429,770
13 C974 DAR 078 North Hollywood / Sunland / Hollywood  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $2,876,916
13 C976 DAR 076 North Hollywood / Sunland / Hollywood  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $3,315,220
11 C1022 Venice Auxiliary Pumping Plant  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $21,345,000
14, 5 C086 SSRP H30 Melissa Ave & Sycamore Ave  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $1,416,329
2 C1060 NOS Rehab Unit 29 - Beck Ave to Collfax Ave R/W  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $14,385,072
2 C1061 NOS Rehab Unit 30 - Collins to Whittier  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $12,900,000
8 C091 74th Street Sewer Rehab Unit 2 - 67th St to Western Ave  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $7,079,072
2, 4, 6 C1033 SSRP D CON 01 (E28 & E30)  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $547,800
3, 4, 13 C1073 DAR 07A North Hollywood / Sunland / Hollywood  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $4,874,626
4, 5 C1031 SSRP D CON 02 (E20)  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $2,919,790
14 C1029 SSRP D CON 07 (PDE)  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $5,765,900
2, 6, 7, 13 C1034 SSRP D CON 04 (E10 & E14)  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $961,400
7 C1038 Tujunga Cyn & Marcus Ave Sewer Projects  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $1,444,000
8 C0964 Vermont Avenue East Primary Sewer Rehabilitation  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $4,933,674
8 C1046 Montrose Toluca Primary Sewer Rehabilitation  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $7,903,942
3 C1019 WLAC Rehabilitation National to Jefferson  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $6,600,000
14, 1 C1082 NOS Rehab Unit 10 - 101st Pl to Gardena Av  Montmora Intermontner (Regular Award) $19,000,000
8 C0992 79th Street Sewer Rehab Unit 3 - Vermont Ave to 87th St  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $12,276,563
8, 9, 10 C1034 SSRP D CON 07 (HPTA-E)  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $5,333,333
4, 13 C1079 DAR 07C North Hollywood / Sunland / Hollywood  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $3,635,375
7 C1096 NCOS Jefferson/Hoffrein Combination Vault Rehab  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $3,346,000
15 C1019 PP 683 Harris Place Pumping Plant Rehab  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $3,977,144
4 C1018 PP 616 Cahuenga Pumping Plant Rehab  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $4,623,000
10 C1039 PP 648 Thompson Pumping Plant Rehab  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $5,388,134
13 C1038 East Wilmingt Sewer Project - Area A  Perez Perez Contractor (Regular Award) $13,700,000
9 C0930 DAR 06 Westchester and Wishard  Perez Perez Contractor (Regular Award) $7,000,058
4 C1043 SSRP Rehab Unit 33 - Magnolia Blvd to Woodman Ave  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $23,388,716
4, 13 C1060 NOS Rehab Unit 20 & 21 - Riverside Dr & Zoo Dr  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $21,250,000
14 C1035 Vinjlo Street Roofle Sewer  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $4,328,312
1, 14 C089 NOS Rehab Unit 11B - Humboldt & Cardinl St  Lui Lui Contractor (Regular Award) $5,245,200
1, 14 C180 NOS Rehab Unit 11A - N Spring to N Main  Lui Lui Contractor (Regular Award) $11,371,000
13 C082 NOS Rehab Unit 27 - Aspinwall St to Division St  Lui Lui Contractor (Regular Award) $11,371,000
14 C1012 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 11 - 6th to Bay  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $11,977,837
14 C1013 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 12 - Alameda to 148 Pl  Montmora Montmora Contractor (Regular Award) $12,584,243
9, 14 C1014 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 13 - 14th Pl to Main (CBD Unit 14)  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $12,041,872
14 C1015 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 14 - Main to Grand (CBD Unit 13)  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $4,813,499
13 C1016 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 15 - James M. Wood Blvd to 11th St  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $6,855,000
14 C1027 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 16 - Broadway to 7th St  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $8,981,800
8 C1007 CBD Sewer Unit 5 - Wisconsin St to Denker Ave  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $18,783,000
8 C1008 CBD Sewer Unit 6 - Denker Ave to Van Ness Av  Haskell Haskell Contractor (Regular Award) $17,275,000
12 C1009 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 7 - Hill St & Pico to Grand Ave & Adams St  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $15,308,000
12 C1010 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 8 - Grand & Adams to Jefferson & S University  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $15,308,000
11 C1011 CBD Sewer Rehab Unit 2 - 12th & Flower to Pico & Sanfor  Kueh Kueh Contractor (Regular Award) $17,839,000
8 C069 COS Vernon Ave to Rodeo Rd  Alonso Alonso Contractor (Regular Award) $10,000,000
1 C0902 NOS Rehab Unit 27 Vineyard Ave to Forman Ave  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $3,135,780
13 C035 NOS Rehab Unit 17 - Veselich to Colorado  Lui Lui Contractor (Regular Award) $11,946,400
14 C065 NOS Rehab Unit 16 - Regal Ave & Finch St  Thomas Thomas Contractor (Regular Award) $22,040,000
4 C068 NOS Rehab Unit 26 - Forman Ave & Olive Ave  Pedrozo Pedrozo Contractor (Regular Award) $10,678,000